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Without a plan – Three days in San Francisco

Spontaneity is its own reward

Over engineering a vacation is a sin best left to tour operators with agendas of where they want you to

go and margins they need to cover with your holiday dollars. I’m not suggesting you head off for points

unknown without a bit of research or forgo a mental listing of sites to see and restaurants to try,

however throwing caution to the wind and totally winging it in one of the planet’s greatest cities like San

Francisco is not much of a risk and offers ample reward as consequence of just a bit of spontaneity.

One important decision had been made for me on a recent trip where I decided to do minimal travel.

Through a little luck and the promotional efforts of the Intercontinental Hotel San Francisco –

Howard Street   my accommodations were taken care of. A Mother’s Day Sweepstakes I’d entered

provided for two nights accommodations with full American breakfast.

Directly adjacent to the Moscone Center , the Intercontinental is a great location on a number of

counts. Metreon and Westlake Mall are mere steps away offering shoppers and foodies plenty of

options to occupy their time.  The hotel is a full service business oriented property that caters to the

international traveler and families – the impeccably attentive staff will see to it that whatever needs you

have are met. The concierges get a work out as the hotel is a hive of activity given its proximity to the

convention center.

Six floors up and all is tranquil as their club lounge is well stocked with snacks all day long and a quiet

respite where you can map out your day or simply relax over coffee or a cocktail. Cocktails by the way

are the order of the day in the lobby bar that features the largest collection of grappa liquor in the city

with more than 150 to choose from.

Luce – Michelin star

My wife and I were delighted with our junior suite up high on the 19th floor overlooking the city. The

morning breakfast buffet is a great way to get your day going as it is loaded with smoked meats,

cheeses, eggs, hotcakes, pastries and glorious fruit displays. Don’t forget the oatmeal brulee, a

signature breakfast item that is sure to make even the most unagreeable break into a morning smile.

All this is served in their signature Luce restaurant , a Michelin starred new-American style upscale

bistro that is a hidden gem. The multi-course tasting menu is a bargain at $95 ($150 with wine pairings)

and chef Daniel Corey dose not disappoint with such menu stars as handmade angnolotti, Maine

lobster, English peas, cocoa and crispy sweetbreads.

Flying east to west gave us an extra three hours to play with upon early morning arrival in the city by

the bay, and we put them to good use. San Francisco is truly a walking city, and while the hills add to

your cardiovascular workout, hoofing it is the preferred method for getting an up close and personal feel

to the various neighborhoods that make up this great American destination.
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Luce

Cheese Therapy at Cowgirl Creamery

– Ferry Building

We wanted a foodie introduction and decided to walk the

approximately 2 miles down to the waterfront taking Market Street

heading northeast. Yes, we certainly could have taken BART or the

Trolley – both are easily accessible along this route- but we would

have missed the street chatter that makes this city simply buzz with

excitement.

I counted no less than a dozen languages along route, SF is truly

an international destination and one certainly couldn’t see the tourist

economics at work – no recession here it seems. Along route we

poke our heads into the famous Palace Hotel  to experience the splendor of one of the grandest old

dame’s in the city.  You won’t find a finer example of Beaux Arts architecture anywhere – have tea in the

magnificent breakfast room and imagine when opera stars like Enrico Caruso stayed here during the

earthquake of 1906 – vowing never to return.

Embarcadero – The Ferry Building & Beyond

The marketplace at the Ferry Building  perched on San Francisco’s Embarcadero is a great

introduction to the epicurean scene that awaits you in this uber-foodie town. The lovingly restored Ferry

terminal that still operate several ferry runs to neighboring communities today as it did upon opening

originally in the late 1890s.

The weekend farmers market out front is jam packed with California certified organic farmers offering

exotic produce, fresh meats, chicken, seafood and baked goods. Our weekday visit had us sampling

Cowgirl Creamery’s finest artisan cheeses and chomping fresh, plump in-season Kumamoto oysters –

pure heaven.

Staying with the spontaneous theme – when we spied that Slanted

Door  had yet to fill its dining room we leapt at the chance to get one

of the most coveted lunch tables in the city. Grilled pork meatballs

and pork loin with rice vermicelli noodle, imperial roll, cucumber

mint and peanut, put me into an immediate – I love Vietnamese

food kind of mood and we lingered over our meal knowing we were

onto something.

Strolling up the waterfront – yes there are tons of tourists – yes

there is great shopping – yes there is a lot of sticker shock, you can

literally walk for miles should you choose to. This day we went as far as the America’s Cup Village

where ORACLE CEO, Larry Ellison has recruited the international sailing event to SF shores for an 8

week period during the summer. Catching the large catamarans as they glided across the bay was

breathtaking.

By 3 p.m. our room was ready – they called me to let me know – a nice touch, we headed back for a

power nap and then some evening entertainment.

With such a late lunch we decided to skip dinner and check out the blues scene. Biscuits and Blues  is

one of those kind of joints that you don’t even need to know who is playing that evening – just go and

you won’t be disappointed. Small, divvy and a bit of an edge – this is exactly what the doctor ordered

and we caught the first of two sets of bass-man Albert Castiglia who laid down some fine licks.

Weather Gods

Our three days were clearly bought and paid for by the Chamber of Commerce if not directly from the

weather gods themselves. Blue skies and abundant sunshine made the spontaneous walk all the more

mandatory – First stop: SF’s venerable Chinatown . Several items of note set off SF Chinatown from

all others across the globe – First is the size – This is the largest Chinatown outside Asia – bigger than

NYC, Vancouver, Boston or Los Angeles. With regards to what to see, do and EAT – Bigger is indeed

better. Live chickens, ducks, quail both birds and eggs – to take home? No problem! Maybe you’d like

yours already butchered, feet, tongues or neck or livers – they have you covered. Custom fortune

cookies? You bet! They have it all at this crush of humanity where all ages mingle in the street and the

aromas of incense, breakfast, the butcher shop, and countless herbalists punctuate the air.

Grab a quick snack at any one of a dozen or more bakeries or stop in for dim sum at the countless

eateries that offer the freshest dumplings this side of Hong Kong. Just be sure to powder your feet as
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A fresco at Coit Tower

the hike up Grand is steep!

Need a break? Stop off at the almost hidden St. Mary’s Park  for a brief respite and a place to enjoy

your morning’s Moon Buns. The quite little gem hosts tai chi devotees in the morning and is “watched

over” by an impressive statue of Dr. Sun Yet Sen, the first President of the Chinese Republic

We used Chinatown as an intermediary stop on the hike up to Telegraph Hill  to take in some of the

best views of the city and a history lesson at Coit Tower . Get ready for an Olympian climb rewarded

with the views of some of the city’s most interesting homes, great people watching in North Beach

neighborhood, the legendary wild parrots who seemingly mock you as you ascend the final push of

steps to the base of the tower.

I simply fell in love with the giant frescoes inside of Coit Tower. 20-some period-artists from the 30s

depict a California that was moving from an agrarian society to an industrialized one. The tower was

privately financed and the story of the kind of works program which likely could not be pulled off today.

Splurge and pay the $7 for the elevator ride to the top and get the camera-ready shots that call out from

the 360 degree city views that await you.

Eat at Joe’s

Take Stockton Street down and you’ll be in Little Italy before you hit

Chinatown. Wander into Original Joe’ s for a classic Italian meal

that exudes class and speaks to a time gone by. Their almost-dated

maître-d’ (good service is never out of date) takes you back to the

fifties when Joe was in his hay-day. Crab Louis is simply divine with

a fresh mound of Alaskan meat and all the accoutrements including

baby romaine, creamy avocado, capers, hard cooked eggs and

classic Thousand Island dressing making the Louis, the king of salads. My eggplant Parmesan, another

menu stalwart, wasn’t fancy but was just plain flawless in its perfection, their nine hour bolognaise

sauce pooled in a nice slick alongside perfectly crisped eggplant and  sharp, fragrant Parmesan and

accompanying ravioli that brought me back to the Italian Mama I  never had.

Our trip back home down Stockton had us stop off at the Ritz Carlton  for a cocktail in their recently

renovated Parallel 37  Bar and restaurant. Nob Hill neighbors are thrilled to see the Ritz polish up and

add a destination restaurant to the ‘hood.  Mixolgist Camber Lay has created some special-to-die-for

cocktails that are attracting notice. I had a Pig n Boots that featured Pig’s Nose Scotch, Lillet Rose,

Lavender, Yuzu. Her Bar Fly is Templeton Rye, Benedictine, Poblano pepper, vanilla and lemon. She is

a great foil for the star of the kitchen, Charlie Trotter’s former chef de cuisine, Michael Rotondo.

A late afternoon rest and we meet friends at the Nespresso Lounge  for coffee and desert near Union

Square. 19 different “pods” of custom coffee are on demand here alongside such tempting creations as

Carmel Mystic and Lemon tart. It was a fun place to see and be seen in the financial district about a

block from Union Square.

Museum Day

Taking the red-eye home allows us to get a full day in and we get an early jump and head over to the

Asian Museum  where the Ellison Japanese Collection was the star of the show – Linger in the

galleries and take a docent led tour, this is a world class museum and also features one of the most

unique and well stocked gift shops I have ever visited. Grab a bite of lunch out on the United Nations

Plaza nearby where the open air market features a number of food trucks, a farmers market and

barkers of all kinds.

Back towards city center is the Contemporary Jewish Museum  a tiny bagatelle featuring no

permanent exhibit yet hosting art and exhibitions that are hard to find and offer a unique perspective to

the Jewish experience. This visit found us learning about beat poet, Allen Ginsberg through the lens of

his camera where he captured cotemporaries such as Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassidy.

Early splurge dinner in the panhandle nearby to the lower Haight as rapidly trending up NOPA.  Worth

all the hype, this place has a great vibe, smooth cocktails and a homey menu that elevates pork chops,

bright pastas and flat breads to new heights. Weirdest amuse bouche I have ever seen had the

straight-faced server bring 4 raw green beans to the table with some fancy salt – no thanks bring me

my steak!!

Whew – I’m wiped out. When can I go back? Our spontaneous outing
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took the advice of strangers, concierges and new friends and quickly

occupied our entire 72 hours – I don’t feel the least bit short changed

and in fact we had had a wonderful trip. Leave your plans at home

next time, delight is around the corner for the plan-leery.
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